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NDIC has been a terrific host for our website. During the tragic Asian tsunami in December 2004, our organization was among those called upon to respond. The immediate scaling of our activities stressed every system – phone lines, physical plant, operational equipment, financial processing. Although our website received the most stress due to unprecedented traffic, it never crashed and NDIC’s team made sure it was able to handle massively increased traffic.

Thomas Tighe, Executive Director

Direct Relief International
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What's New

How to - Clear Cache in Cloudflare
Log In to Your Cloudflare Account. Visit the Cloudflare website (https://www.cloudflare.com/) and log in to your account. Select Your Website.… more
How to - Create a Database in cPanel
Log in to cPanel. Navigate to the Databases Section. Look for the "Databases" section. Within the "Databases" section, search for… more
 Read All 
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Cathy Francis
20:23 01 Jun 22

Our email wasn't working so we called in. There was a clear "system administration" problem. They wouldn't fit anything until we filled out an online form. Talk about slow and non-responsive.




Scholarship Foundation
23:45 22 Jun 17

Masen, Nick, and the NDIC team are consummate professionals and experts in their field. They led us through the conceptual and design process without being patronizing or using technical jargon. Their response time is superb, and all of us involved at SFSB agree that we made the right choice with NDIC for our website redevelopment project.




Michael Carter
19:14 21 Jun 17

Masen and his team are the very best at what they do. They are more to us than a web site company. WE consider them apart of our team and appreciate everything they have done for our company. We highly recommend NDIC!




Michael Baker
10:22 20 Jun 17

Masen and the folks at NDIC did a great job on revamping our website. They are an excellent corporate citizen. Bottom line is their work helped us to increase traffic to our site, and isn't that what it is really all about?




Steve Meronk
00:05 07 Jun 17

NDIC originally came as a recommendation from our IT provider, and they are now our go-to for everything digital. From responsive design to homepage email pop-ups, ERP brainstorming to coding data capture for re-marketing, Masen and his team are very knowledgeable and effective in the digital space. I also look to them for more strategic digital planning - not just one-off projects. Highly recommended.




Philip Gill
20:46 15 May 17

When employing a website company, everyone hopes to get a great looking website at a reasonable price. But when you are in the website building process, more than anything else you want responsive customer service. I was very impressed with NDIC's professionalism and responsiveness. They have a great team and I highly recommend them.




phylis wakefield
23:46 27 Apr 17

NDIC is an exemplary company. They created a magnificent website for me that has attracted the ideal clients to my business. The customer service is exceptional and each and every question was addressed with timeliness and thoroughness. They also host my site and in the 9 years I have been with them, I have never had any issues with performance of my site. Definitely a 5- Star company!




Michael Neville
16:28 26 Apr 17

Creative design, Quick response time. Attentive listening to the clients wants and needs while keeping the end goal in mind.



See all reviewsWrite a review








 








This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Cookie settingsACCEPT
Manage Consent
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Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. 
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Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. 
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